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Right now modern medical practice for the most part is NOT Healthcare; but rather sick, dying and 

deathcare. By that I mean the profits of big pharma have corrupted government and even education; 

placing the greed of the few above the lives of the many; such that the toxins and chemicals they 

generate are used only to ensure "patients" (rather victims) of big pharma pay them for the rest of their 

lives to take pain mitigates; while leaving them chronically ill. 

The real problem for true Healthcare to overcome is ignorance. So let me start right off by saying big 

pharma toxic chemicals will NEVER be Healthcare.  

The future of good health in the mundane sense will be through bio-nanotechnology. 

By this I mean LEARN ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU CAN FROM OUR CREATOR ABOUT HEALTHY 

BLOOD!!!!!!!! He tells us "the life is in the blood" and it's fundamentally true! Truly healthy blood not 

only keeps the entire body healthy, IF MAINTAINED, provides longevity (it is possible for 80 year olds to 

look and feel like 20 year olds today and for people to easily live a couple hundred years or more once 

bio-nanotech is properly developed). 

Whether people believe me or not, I have had revelations from our Creator about things past, present 

and future; besides my personal knowledge and research in this incarnation and so I am telling humanity 

IF THEY REALLY WANT TO BE HEALTHY bio-nanotech! 

Ultimately, healthy blood will be able to be replicated based on individual DNA and even universally 

biologically and genetically compatible bio-nano-replicates that act like special forces of our immune 

systems will be lab created. (programmed to destroy invading viruses and infected cells before the viral 

infection kills the host or spreads to others) 

Based on my research, dreams and visions. These cell replicates and programmed immune boosters will 

be made of material that is not perceived as an invader by the natural immune system but rather as just 

healthy blood components in the host, and like natural host cells will have their own life span and be 

excreted. IN OTHER WORDS IT IS POSSIBLE THROUGH STUDY TO ENGINEER HEALTHY BLOOD THAT NOT 

ONLY KILLS ALL VIRAL INFECTIONS BUT PROLONGS LIFE! BIO-NANOTECH SHOULD BE AT THE TOP OF 

R&D FOR WORLD HEALTH IMMEDIATELY!!!!!!!! 

I would suggest a good place to start is studying not only healthy blood components and replicating 

them; but finding out what all known viruses favor. Study what components and proteins attract them 

the most; such that until total components of healthy blood can be replicated, perhaps it is possible to 

create a “cleaner cell” so to speak that viruses love to attach to but has no dna/rna for the virus to 

corrupt and multiply. Like a protein molecule(s) that is pure candy to viruses in general but provides no 

way for them to regenerate after attachment. Something not harmful to natural blood or our bodies but 

rather serves as an alternate host for the virus and prevents spread of infections, until the viral invaders 

die from lack of propagation.  

https://www.facebook.com/AoCShcCA
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/future-healthcare/910825878996372


Such a cleaner "cell" that cleans the body of viruses might eventually contain specific man-made 

dna/rna or a substance that destroys viral dna/rna; thereby destroying viruses without harming healthy 

cells. In other words, mankind achieves replicating the function of extremely healthy immune systems; 

leaving people in overall excellent health thereby. 

Aging is also cell related; not just environmental causes. And the blood plays a major role. Over time 

presently our bodies accumulate toxins, heavy metals that are the real causes of chronic conditions; 

along with diseases, viral infections. So we need not just a healthy immune system, but healthy blood in 

general. Healthy blood brings life to every other cell in the body; without healthy blood the body dies 

and rather quickly. I'm not talking about eating or drinking blood; I'm talking about maintaining healthy 

blood in our circulation system as the digestive system is designed to break down cells and such; while 

our circulation system is designed to transport them; along with nutrients and inspiration necessary for 

other cells to live (organs to properly function) and thereby the body remains healthy for prolonged 

duration. 

Currently, eyesight, hearing etc. fails actually due to capillaries that become clogged with all the 

impurities, toxins, heavy metals, even natural waste deposits as our blood gets clogged with all the 

environmental crap we are all being subjected to in our food, water, even the air we breathe and 

everything we touch. Very few take care of their blood, very few practice BLOOD and body detox 

regimens and in our fossil fuel burning, pesticide using, modern geo-engineering cultures, very few 

address heavy metal chelation as a regular practice for maintaining their blood.  

See all those beautiful eyes with nice deep dark thick colored rings about their irises? Look at the photos 

of models faces; look at the eyes and then look even more closely. If you need get a magnifier; I can see 

plainly without one that the vast majority on earth are accumulating heavy metals at an alarming rate 

just by looking at their eyes (besides the 10-20% of our global population that are more prone to it - 

WD/HH genetic traits). That thick dark ring at the edge of the iris is usually accompanied by a very thin 

brownish or greenish ring (copper colored) at the very edge where the iris and the white of the eye 

meets. That's because that entire thick ring is comprised of metal deposits and other contaminants that 

clog our capillaries and eventually lead to failing eyesight, hearing loss, organ failure throughout our 

bodies (eventually clogged capillaries with toxins and heavy metals are the REAL leading cause of all 

known aging conditions, serious and chronic conditions).  

When the toxins and heavy metals ("plaque" is not just hardened fat cells or accumulated deposits from 

dead cells, but also toxic buildup over the years in our circulation system) clog proper blood flow to the 

heart can lead to heart complications, likewise to the pancreas (adult diabetes) to the brain and nervous 

system (alzheimers, tremors, senility, etc. etc.) IT'S THE BLOOD, PEOPLE! THE BLOOD! just like our 

Eternal Creator has told us in the Holy Bible for millenniums!!!!!!!! 

http://biblehub.com/leviticus/17-11... 

Eating of Blood Forbidden 10'And any man from the house of Israel, or from the aliens who sojourn 

among them, who eats any blood, I will set My face against that person who eats blood and will cut him 

off from among his people. 11'For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you on the 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fleviticus%2F17-11.htm&h=XAQGRlETu&s=1
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altar to make atonement for your souls; for it is the blood by reason of the life that makes 

atonement.'12"Therefore I said to the sons of Israel, 'No person among you may eat blood, nor may any 

alien who sojourns among you eat blood.'… 

http://biblehub.com/1_john/1-7.htm 

Walking in the Light …6If we say that we have fellowship with Him and yet walk in the darkness, we lie 

and do not practice the truth; 7but if we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light, we have 

fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin.  

The blood provides LIFE to our bodies, and CLEANS them (removes the waste, excrement) SO HEALTHY 

BLOOD IS A MUST FOR HEALTHY LIFE OVERALL. Keep it clean and pure, uncontaminated; as much as 

possible!!!!!!!! 

Aluminum in hygiene products is INSANE, don't use products on your skin that contain it, or IF YOU 

THINK YOU HAVE NO OTHER CHOICE, use them RARELY and SPARINGLY. 

You can read my notes on why current "healthcare" is really deathcare and how we are killing 

ourselves off or allowing ourselves to be killed by not listening to and learning from our Eternal 

Creator. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - Our Eternal Creator warned us that all nations would be 

deceived by drugs. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - These are just some of the policies and procedures that are 

attacking the lives of the general population presently. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - I REPEAT! YOUR LIVES AND THAT OF YOUR CHILDREN ARE 

UNDER OBVIOUS INTENTIONAL ATTACK. 

I also suggest other IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENTS to medical practice worldwide. 

https://youtu.be/4mVAkHS5kUs?t=161 

I want to see an expert database compiled of all known ailments worldwide, with signs and symptoms, 

morphologies etc. everything to know about every adverse health condition in one location online for 

medical practitioners and the general population to use. Each with detailed photos, even multimedia 

links of what the signs and symptoms look like. EACH WITH THE DEFINITIVE TESTS LINKED TO EACH 

RESPECTIVE AILMENT. For the conditions that relate to more than one kind of viral infection or chronic 

condition, THE LIMITING TESTS IN PREFERRED ORDER TO COME TO THE MOST RAPID CORRECT 

DIGNOSES! AND THEN AN ENTIRE LIST OF TREATMENTS TOGETHER WITH THE RESPECTIVE SUCCESS 

RATE FOR EACH FOR RECOVERY OR AT LEAST PROLONGED LIFE IF MANKIND HAS YET TO ACHIEVE A FULL 

RECOVERY (those conditions that are considered today to be "terminally ill"). 

I would like healthcare worldwide to be networked into this ever-growing database of universal medical 

knowledge available in every major language on earth. And general healthcare offices sufficient to 
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maintain respective populations for their region in good health by regular examinations. Eventually with 

the idea that anyone can walk into their regional center and rather than being shuffled from specialist to 

specialist in search even for a correct diagnosis they get one via this global network RAPIDLY, as the tests 

for obtaining CORRECT diagnoses would become a matter of universally, agreed by experts, STEP BY 

STEP procedures! instead of opinions of individuals bickering while their patients are suffering and 

dying. There is STILL, even in America, an astounding 20% misdiagnosis rate that leaves huge numbers of 

people DYING in AGONY; while arrogant practitioners rely only on their own very limited knowledge; 

rather than what I'm suggesting which is one location for the accumulated knowledge of mankind on 

each and every ailment worldwide! 

Rapid access to cutting edge discoveries like "spray-on skin" methods for treating burn or laceration 

victims; leaving virtually no scarring and minimal pain during recovery. Or organ transplants from lab 

created organs DNA specific to those needing transplants, etc. ALL THIS TECHNOLOGY TODAY and yet, 

still not available to the general population. 

We cannot continue to leave uncaring, unfeeling, selfish, arrogant persons in power who have no love 

for fellow human beings on earth. These ultra wealthy persons use the general population to 

experiment on (including all the many cures for cancer) and keep that knowledge to themselves while 

they WANT the general population to go on suffering and dying. THIS IS REALLY WHAT IS HOLDING UP 

COMPETENT HEALTH CARE AND 21st CENTURY ADVANCEMENTS FROM BEING MADE AVAILABLE TO THE 

GENERAL POPULATION. So we the poor of the world SUFFER and even are guinea pigs for the ultra 

wealthy and their response is to leave us to our own agony and demise while they benefit exclusively! 

Mankind faces many challenges today but at the top of the list it should be deposing the maniacs in 

power that are killing us all off. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - these are crimes against humanity and the powers that be 

are behind them; meaning the general population has no choice but to unite and defend themselves 

against them. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - these are actually genocides against the global populace on 

earth and the people in power have either gone insane or are too ignorant and too incompetent to stop 

the maniacs funding this evil. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - there is absolutely no doubt what is taking place under the 

disguises of geoengineering and genetically modified food are the worst crimes of humanity adversely 

affecting the most people on earth in the history of mankind. If not stopped both these programs 

threaten to cause runaway global extinction events; including our own. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - conspiracies are obvious facts of life, get over it. If a board of 

directors or government makes good decisions affecting the corporation or nation and the people they 

serve, then it is a concerted plan for good; if, however, those decisions and plans are adverse to the 

interests and lives of the general population, then such are conspiracies. Conspiracies are sadly a daily 

fact of our existence therefore; so stop letting the conspirators brainwash you into thinking 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-1/571080836304213
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whistleblowers trying to save your own life and that of your loves ones are paranoid or otherwise not in 

their right minds. 

We need to replace corrupt authorities worldwide with those who know our Eternal Creator and will 

look after their fellow human beings as if they were dearly beloved Family. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - find the courage or at least sense of self preservation to 

fight for your lives and that of your loved ones. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - once honorable persons are in power mankind can advance 

as a whole to an age of global enlightenment and prosperity under the Blessings of our Eternal Creator. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - these are just a few available current technologies that only 

seem futuristic because the public hasn’t seen them on mainstream media or advertisements, I only 

document them to show mankind we are living in the dark ages; held back by visionless leaders, selling 

their souls to old money interests that are so corrupt and so incompetent they cannot see they would 

make much more if they would embrace innovation and life; instead of clinging to stagnation and death. 

the general population is living in the dark ages compared to what technology really exists today; but 

until we all unite and remove the people who are keeping us from it, while they alone live in such luxury; 

things will only continue to get worse; instead of better. EITHER THE PEOPLE IN POWER NEED TO HAVE 

A RADICAL SERIOUS ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT FOR THE BETTER (AS IN GETTING SAVED BY THE GRACE OF 

OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST); or they need to be removed from power. 

Worldwide we are suffering and dying under their insanity, greed and vice. The whole world SHOULD 

ALREADY BE USING hydro-electric transit, clean energy, virtually unlimited power. BUT THE GREED OF 

THE FEW is causing the many to SUFFER! suffer and die in unnecessarily smog filled cities! 

At the very least I write to the world at this crucial moment in history saying, we either confront the 

maniacs attacking all life on the planet now, or there won't be much future to humanity other than to 

watch everyone around you go to war and/or get sick and die. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - there is no doubt the end time signs are in abundance, 

mankind will either become enlightened or end up destroying themselves to such a degree that Divine 

Intervention will be the only thing that prevents all life on earth from being decimated. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - America is on the brink of severe consequences the 

warnings are unmistakable. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - God is so obviously ruling the universe and the affairs of 

mankind; only the willfully ignorant would think otherwise. 

Instead of a decimated world of hell on earth, I hope and pray for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit of 

our Eternal Creator upon billions of souls; global enlightenment such that we can unite for the good of 
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all life on our planet and with our Creator’s Watchful Gaze, Instruction and Blessings proceed to 

colonizing the universe!!!!!!!! 

And having sane and competent persons in power, that globally mankind would assemble MASSIVE 

research into bio-nanotech IMMEDIATELY for the health and wellness of all. 

Peace Be With You; Spread the Word. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - JESUS CHRIST SAVES!!!!!!!! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/jesus-saves/881062118639415

